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Description

This connects to the Machina web service, and opens strategy.

Usage

```go
mach.Ngo(
    username = NULL,
    password = NULL,
    strategy = NULL
)
```

Arguments

- **username**: Required, your Machina username
- **password**: Required, your Machina password
- **strategy**: Not required, this will default to default

Details

This connects to the Machina web service, and opens strategy.

Value

This connects to the Machina web service, and opens strategy.

Author(s)

Tim Norton

Examples

```
# mach.Go(username = "username", password = "password", strategy = "strategyName")
```
Description

This performs the bulk of the QA operations.

Usage

```
mach.QA(
    ticker = NULL,
    day = NULL
)
```

Arguments

ticker Required, the ticker you want to QA, either ibm or spy
day Required, the date to perform QA on. Choose a trading day between 1/1/2014 through 4/30/2014 in YYYYMMDD format.

Details

This performs the bulk of the QA operations.

Value

This performs the bulk of the QA operations.

Author(s)

Tim Norton

Examples

```
# mach.QA(ticker = "ibm", day = "20140221")
```
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